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The State of Literacy in the USThe State of Literacy in the US

Reading skill at the end of 3rd grade is a 
reasonable predictor of a student’s future

  academic success.  (Salvin, 1994)

37% of 4th graders cannot read at a basic level. Most poor
readers never catch up.  (National Assessment of Ed
Progress, 2007)

Some states actually predict future needs for prisons by 4th-
grade reading failure rates.  (Lyon, 2001)

Nearly 50% of youths with a history of substance abuse have
reading difficulties.



Reading is an Unnatural ActReading is an Unnatural Act
Our biological destiny is speaking
not reading.  We were not born to read!

Humans have used oral language for
perhaps 4 million years.  The ability to speak
is hard-wired in the brain.

The ability to represent the sounds of
language by written symbols has been
around for only about 4 thousand years.
Reading is NOT hard-wired in the brain.



Learning to Read in English isLearning to Read in English is
Particularly DifficultParticularly Difficult

Some language systems are based on a
system where each syllable is
represented by a symbol.  Once you
learn the symbols, you’ve mastered the
system.

Written English used a system of letters
(an alphabet) to make up a spoken
syllable. Spoken English contains
approximately 5,000 different possible
syllables.



So, How Do We Learn to ReadSo, How Do We Learn to Read
When ThereWhen There’’s No Innate Pathway?s No Innate Pathway?

PLASTICITY

Plasticity has allowed the brain to make new connections
among structures  and circuits that were originally devoted
to other more basic processes such as vision and spoken
language.

But…the new structures are not passed on in the genes.
The reading process has to be learned by each individual.



The brain is a pattern seeking device!The brain is a pattern seeking device!The act of to reading relies on the brain’s ability to
recognize patterns:

sound patterns    word patterns   vocabulary patterns

Vocabulary word:    metamorphosis

Other words with the same ending (suffix):
hypothesis   paralysis   synthesis

Other words with the same meaning:
change     shift    mutate

Other words with the same beginning (prefix):
metabolism    metallic     metaphysical



Neural ConnectionsNeural Connections
• We now know that groups of neurons create new

connections and pathways among themselves every
time we acquire a new skill.

• The brain’s plasticity allows it to develop a reading
pathway where none existed.

• When reading takes place, that 
individual’s brain is changed forever, 
both physiologically and intellectually.



The Reading Foundation Begins at Birth
   The language pathway forms the foundation for the 

reading pathway, therefore the development 
of language sets the stage for reading!

    The fetus has already begun to listen to the sounds of the
language.

    At birth, the baby has the neural underpinnings for over
6,000 languages.  Neuroplasticity allows the infant to
adapt to the language it hears repeatedly.

    Infants begin to practice the language long
     before they begin to speak.



Babies between ages 1 and 2 add a new
vocabulary word every two hours.
        (Koralek and Collins, 1997)

The typical 2 year old has 170 
words in their vocabulary - 
however, in households with 
talkative parents a child can have
over 1,000 words by age 3.

(Hart and Risley, 2003)

Language Development



The awareness that speech is composed of individual
sounds which can be combined to create new words. It
is an awareness of rhyming, blending, substituting
syllables and sounds.

Alliteration and Rhyming - starting and
 ending sounds of words

Oddity Tasks - words that don’t belong
fun,  man,  bun

Syllabic Counting - snapping or clapping
to a word’s rhythm pattern

Phonological Awareness



Why is Phonological Awareness Important?

It is the strongest predicator of success in early
reading.  Phonological awareness relates only to
detection and manipulation of sound - not sound to
letter correspondence (that is phonics).  Children
don’t need to know the alphabet to manipulate
sounds.

35% of children entering kindergarten
have not naturally acquired
phonological awareness and
must be taught these skills.



• Graphemes - Printed letters that represent phonemes.

• Phonemes - The smallest sounds of speech that correspond to the
letters of an alphabetic writing system.

• Decoding - The ability to recognize the sound-symbol relationship
and to decipher a new word by sounding it out.

• Phonics - Instructional systems to teach 
students phonemic awareness and 
phonological processes.

Phonics Instruction is Essential



3 Stages to Reading Most Words3 Stages to Reading Most Words

Stage  #1 - Pictorial Stage

• Occurs around 5 or 6 – predates formal reading, an artificial
form of reading.

• The child’s visual system attempts to recognize words as though
they were objects and faces.

•                             Child recognizes own name and
perhaps a few other striking words
such as STOP and McDonalds.



Stage #2. Phonological Stage
       Phonemic Awareness

Discovery that speech is made up of
phonemes which can be recombined
to create new words.  This is called
phonemic awareness and must be taught!

Example VAN  has three sounds (phonemes)  / V / A / N /

Whole words cease to be processed; child attends to isolated letters.
and letter groups.

Child begins to realize that sounds 
(phonemes) are represented on paper by
letters (graphemes) or that the letters stand
for the sounds.



How Children Demonstrate Phonological Awareness

Identifying and making oral rhymes

The pig has a (wig).

Working with syllables

I can clap the parts of my name

Identifying the beginning and ending sounds of words

The first part of sip is “s”

The last part of win is  “in”

Identifying individual phonemes in spoken words

   mat has three distinct phonemes     / m / a / t /

What is smile without the /s/ sound?



2 Types of Phonemic Manipulation to Teach:
Blending Phonemes and Segmenting Phonemes

Instruction must be explicit about the connection between
phonemic awareness and reading.

Teacher - “Listen I am going to say the sounds in the word jam

/ j / a / m /    What is the word?

Students - “Jam”

Teacher - “You say the sounds in the word jam.”

Students - “ / j / a / m /

Teacher - “Now let’s write the sounds in jam. “

/ J / write j  / a / write a, / m / write m  Teacher writes

jam on the board.  “Now we are going to read the
word jam together”



Stage #3 Orthographic Stage

• Child gains a vast lexicon of words.

• Most words are seen as whole units and are processed
unconsciously not sounded out letter by letter as in the
phonological stage.

• Reading time is not influenced by word length; it is determined
by how often a word has been encountered.

• An increase in fluency allows meaning and comprehension to
increase.



Fluency Instruction
Fluency provides a bridge between word recognition and comprehension.

Fluent readers recognize words and comprehend at the same time.

Fluency develops gradually with substantial practice.

An NAEP (2007) study found that 44% of 4th graders are low in fluency.

Round robin reading does NOT increase fluency!!
Instead teachers should model fluency daily and then have students

model it with a peer. Students should practice a passage a minimum of
four times.  The text should contain mostly words they know or can
decode easily.

       Student  to  Adult Reading
Choral Reading
Tape-assisted Reading

(read aloud simultaneously with a tape)
Partner Reading



Vocabulary Instruction
Students learn vocabulary

 directly (a teacher or parent

teaching them the word 

and its meaning)

and

 indirectly (through oral

language or reading)

Remember the brain searches for meaning!  Meaning is
shaped through experience.  The best way to teach new
vocabulary is through experience or through pictures /
visual representation, not by writing out lengthy definitions
or by using the new word in  a sentence.



2 Main Processes for Reading2 Main Processes for ReadingDecoding (sounding out words)

Comprehension (understanding meaning)

Fluency and word recognition do not automatically lead to
comprehension!

These two process are independent of
each other but both are necessary for
literacy.  The student must be able to
decode so automatically that the
conscious processing functions of the
brain are totally available for 
understanding the content of what is
being read.



Turgium	  is	  the	  essen-al	  component	  of	  traduchial

fillustrators.	  	  Raw	  turgium	  is	  extracted	  from

fanzinite,	  which	  is	  mined	  and	  refined	  in	  Crespia.

The	  Crespians	  use	  a	  refinement	  process	  that	  extracts

pure	  turgium	  from	  franzinite	  through	  the	  murching

process	  first	  developed	  by	  Fresman	  and	  Shnartzer.

There	  is	  liBle	  ques-on	  that	  turgium	  will	  be	  a	  principle

factor	  in	  the	  economic	  growth	  of	  Crespia	  in	  the	  12st
Century.



1. What	  is	  an	  important	  use	  of	  turgium?

2. Where	  is	  turgium	  found?

3. How	  is	  it	  extracted?

4.	  	  How	  important	  is	  it	  to	  the	  economic	  growth
of	  Crespia?

(D.	  Thornburg,	  personal	  communica-ons,	  10/17/2002)



Comprehension and Metacognition
Students good at comprehension know when they understand
what they read AND when they do not.

Strategies to improve metacognition

and comprehension:

Ask higher order questions

Graphic organizers

Draw a picture (beginning, middle, end)

Restating difficult passages

Ask preview questions

Predicting what might happen next



Broca’s Area and Wernicke’s Area



Thalamus

Wernicke’s Area

Comprehension 
of words

Broca’s Area

Processing of syntax

Angular Gyrus

Written words
translated into 
sounds of words

Visual Cortex

Recognizes 
visual pattern 

as words

The
Silent
Reading
Pathway



Phonological Pathway in the BrainPhonological Pathway in the Brain

Phonological
Pathway



The Phonological Pathway is used for regular words.

Regular words are words which can be sounded out.

can

bat

  push

      butter

                                               



           However, there are other words that 
cannot be “sounded out” because the
regular rules do not apply.

The brain uses a different pathway for these words, a
direct route.

     you

     the

      pint

            yacht

                                               



The Direct Pathway in the BrainThe Direct Pathway in the Brain

Direct Pathway



The typical healthy reader uses both routes constantlyThe typical healthy reader uses both routes constantly
and interactively. When regular words become automatic,and interactively. When regular words become automatic,

the brain uses the direct pathway.the brain uses the direct pathway.

Phonological
Pathway

Direct Pathway



What is Dyslexia?What is Dyslexia?Dyslexia is a brain disorder that primarily affects a person’s
ability to read and write words.

Persons with dyslexia generally have normal or above normal
intelligence.  Dyslexics have trouble manipulating sounds,
difficulty with spelling, writing and pronouncing words.

Dyslexia can be developmental 
 or acquired (brain injury / stroke)

People do not
outgrow dyslexia.

FAMOUS DYSLEXICS
Cher, Steve Jobs, George Patton, Thomas Edison,
Winston Churchill, Walt Disney, Picasso, John Lennon
Steven Spielberg, Tom Cruise, Whoopi Goldberg



ShaywitzShaywitz’’s Research s Research (2002)(2002)

The darker the area, the more activity.

fMRIs of 144 children while they read - 70 were dyslexic and 74 were not.
Research showed different brain activation patterns



Interpretation of the ResearchInterpretation of the Research
• Shaywitz says that what the dyslexic reader is trying

to memorize whole words (as in the pictorial stage.)

• The part of the brain that allows the child or student
to “decode” or sound out the word, is not being
activated.

• They are compensating by over-activating 
frontal brain regions.



Elements of Effective Reading Instruction:

Phonemic Awareness Instruction
Phonics Instruction

Fluency Instruction
Vocabulary Instruction

Comprehension Instruction



The Elements of a Literacy-Nurturing
Environment

Hart and Risley Study confirms this research.

The amount and kinds of words children hear spoken determines how much
they talk and the vocabulary they use.

Parents who talk to their children.

Parents who read to their children.

Parents who teach their children
nursery rhymes and songs.

(Dickenson and Smith, 1994)



By 2nd Grade, Students Should be
Taught to Self-check for Comprehension

Understanding
What is the story about?
What do I need to know more about?

Prediticting
What will happen?
How accurate was my prediction?
What information supports or changes my prediction?

Visualization
Did I form a good picture?
How accurate was my picture?

Summarizing
What has happened so far?
Am I missing any important information?



The better we understand

how the brain learns to read,

the better we’ll be able

to help all children read

with fluency and comprehension.


